
 

Ann Perkins-Sisterhood 
 

 
 “I love her so much, but I think I’m 
going to draw a mustache on her 
face.” 
Here in Korczak no matter what we 
look like, what school we go to, or 
anything else we are all sisters 

★ Strong Big Sis/ Little Sis programs 
★  Personally make everyone feel 

welcome at every event 
★ Team building games 
★ Events that promote sisterhood 
★ Puffy paint anything 
★ More good and welfare  

 
 

Leslie Knope-Retention 
“I am big enough to admit I am often 

inspired by myself” 
I want to make Korczak a place we 

keep coming back to and love 
★ Set up a carpool 
★ Keep track of members who don’t 

come regularly  
★ Make weekly calls for each event  
★ Work with regional MIT Mom  
★ We miss you swag bag for people who 

stop coming to events 
★ For every event led by a board 

member, have them partner with a 
general member to help plan and lead 

Tom Haverford-Recruitment 
    Just like the great character 
Tom Haverford I like to believe I 
am passionate. “When I bet on 
horses, I never lose. Why? I bet 
on all the horses.” Well my 
lovely BBGs I bet on all of you. 

★ Flyers for events created far in 
advance  

★ Prospect sheet at every event 
★ Sheet on how to talk to a 

prospective member 
★ Make each event’s atmosphere 

welcoming for new members  
★ Swag Bag for prospects 
★ Reach out to everyone, we all 

can have one more sister  
★ Goal of at least one new 

member per month 
★ Work with Mekasheret to plan 

great connect events  
 

 

Maya Parks and Rec 
ruitment, Retention, and Re-Education  

Damn proud candidate for Korczak’s Fall 
Term 2016 MIT Mom 

 
 
 
 
 
“Sometimes you gotta work a little, so 

you can ball a lot.”-Tom Haverford 

 
 

 



 

 

Andy Dwyer-Re-Education 
 

 “If you rearrange the letters of Peru, 

you get Europe.” 

I mean not really Andy, but close 

enough. I want everyone in Korczak to 

understand what’s going on, and to 

love learning about BBYO 

★Jewpardy Event! 

★Pre convention song and 

cheer learning session 

★Q and A box at every event  

★BBYO facts in the weekly 

email 

★Packet of info for new 

members  

 
 

INSIDE QUALIFICATIONS 
★ Joined 2014 (8th grade) 
★ Sunshine girl 
★ Attends 99% of meetings 
★ Attended chapter convention 

(2014, 2015)  
★ Bro/Sis (2014) 
★ Spring (2015) 
★ Invite (2015, 2016) 
★ Inducted to Korczak 2014 
★ Inducted to GMR 2015 
★ Mekasheret (Spring Term 2016) 

 
 

OUTSIDE QUALIFICATIONS 
★ Camp Chi camper for 6 years 

and counting 
★ Assistant director in 

Shakespeare club 
★ Hebrew school teacher’s aid with 

second grade (2014-15) and fifth 
grade (2015-16) 

★ Hebrew as language for two 
years 

★ Became a Bat Mitzvah 
★ Piven theater from fourth 

grade-now 
★ SIT (Staff In Training) at Camp 

Chi* 
 

My Sister BBGs, 
As the great Amy Poehler aka Leslie Knope says 

“I love bossy women. I could be around them all 

day. To me bossy is not pejorative term at all. It 

means somebody's passionate and engaged and 

ambitious and doesn’t mind leading.”  

Let me tell you I don’t mind being bossy. I am 

passionate for retention, engaged in 

re-education, and ambitious for recruitment. 

I will lead the way for everyone in our chapter 

to feel welcome and happy. Let’s make our 

chapter not only grow in size, but grow in 

sisterhood. I, Maya Parks , promise that if 

I am elected MIT Mom, I will work my very 

hardest, to commit myself to making Korczak 

even better (If possible), and be someone 

others can look up to.  

With undying love for, 

Korczak BBG #849, GMR #61, Parks and Rec, Camp 

Chi, Theater, and each and every one of you, 

I Remain 
Maya Rali Parks 

Damn Proud Candidate for your Fall Term MIT Mom 



 


